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About GlobalMed

Scottsdale, Arizona-based GlobalMed, designs, manufactures, and markets 
telemedicine solutions and medical image automation systems that provide 
superior image quality, unmatched versatility, and unsurpassed simplicity for 
the healthcare industry. GlobalMed’s camera, image management, store-and-
forward, video conferencing and video-streaming technologies enable multiple 
specialists and other caregivers to be more effective in providing patient care, 
and more productive and efficient in managing patient information. Products 
include the TotalExam™ Camera, the most versatile and easy-to-use exam camera 
on the market, CapSure® store-and-forward imaging and image management 
software with DICOM output, which provides automated workflow capabilities 
for seamless integration into a provider’s network, and fully integrated mobile 
video cart systems for primary care applications.  

Contact Info 
GlobalMed Help Desk: www.globalmed.com/helpdesk 
GlobalMed Help Desk: 1.800.886.3692
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The Power Distribution Board (PDB) reset switch is located 
underneath the CAS base shell near the front-right base 
wheel (as shown in video).

To reset the PDB, simply flip the switch, wait 30 seconds, and 
flip the switch back in place. Be sure that upon PDB reset, the 
switch is returned to its original position. 

Power Distribution Board Reset Procedure

Play
Video
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In order to access the computer and its embedded USB hubs, 
the mounted table top must be removed. To do so, locate and 
unscrew the two screws directly beneath the table top mount.

Once both screws have been removed, take hold of two of 
the nearest hand grips and pull the table top outwards, away 
from the pole. Once the table top releases and leaves a small 
amount of space between the pole and table top, lift the table 
top straight up while continuing to pull away from the pole.  
A complete removal of the table top cannot be achieved 
until the wired connections linking the keyboard, mouse, and 
computer are unplugged.

Table Top Removal 

Play
Video

Play
Video
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WARNING: UNPLUG THE A/C POWER CORD FROM THE WALL 
RECEPTACLE AND TURN OFF POWER TO THE CART BEFORE 
ACCESSING THE SHELL INTEROR.

Access to the base shell interior is necessary to service multiple 
critical components instrumental to device functionality. In order to 
remove the base shell, remove the two screws located directly above 
the ethernet and power cable cords on the backside of the base 
shell. Once these screws have been removed, grasp the front of the 
base shell and pull forward, away from the pole. This will expose the 
base interior. 

Base Shell Removal for Access to Shell Interior 

Play
Video
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Play
Video

WARNING: UNPLUG THE A/C POWER CORD FROM THE WALL 
RECEPTACLE AND TURN OFF POWER TO THE CART BEFORE 
ACCESSING THE SHELL INTEROR.

To replace the battery charger fuse, remove the base shell in order to 
expose the base interior (refer to base shell removal instructions).  The 
battery charger is adjacent to the battery and main base ventilation 
fan. The fuse can be accessed by twisting, counterclockwise, the 
rubber fuse knob located on the front side of the battery charger.

Once the fuse and its attached knob have been unscrewed from the 
battery charger, remove the blown fuse from the knob and insert a 
replacement fuse (Refer to attached Battery Fuse Specifications).  
To reinsert the new fuse and knob into the battery charger, apply 
pressure onto the knob head and turn clockwise. 

Battery Charger Fuse Replacement
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Play
Video

The Ethernet and power cable cords can catch on their respective pull 
reels if the cables are overly extended. 

This could prevent the cables from retracting into the cart, leading to 
poor ethernet cord reel management, potential damage to the cables, 
and an increased risk of operator injury. To initiate ethernet/power 
cable retraction, the CAS base shell must be removed so that the 
pull reels can be accessed (refer to base shell removal instructions).  
Once the shell is removed, locate the pull reel that is linked to the 
overextended cord.

To release the cable in question, grasp the pull reel and rotate 
clockwise until it audibly clicks. Release the reel and guide the cord 
until it has fully retracted. 

Release Overly Extended Pull Reel

Pull Reel
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In the event of a malfunction that requires access to the inside of the 
CAS base shell, a bin may need to be removed in order to improve 
access to specific components during servicing. To remove a bin 
from the cart assembly, first ensure that all associated devices have 
been taken out of the bin to avoid potential damage to peripheral 
device hardware. Next, identify the two screws located on the 
backside of the bin in question and unscrew them both.  Each screw 
will border the edge of the pole on opposite sides, which are used 
to hold the bin in place. Once the screws are removed, be sure to 
unplug any cables conncted to the USB hubs on the back panel 
of the CAS.  Once the bin screws are removed and its associated 
connections re unplugged, grasp the bin from the front and slowly 
pull it outwards, away from the pole. The bin will release from the 
pole and can be set aside for future use. 

Powered Bin Removal

Play
Video
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WARNING: UNPLUG THE A/C POWER CORD FROM THE WALL 
RECEPTACLE AND TURN OFF POWER TO THE CART BEFORE 
ACCESSING THE SHELL INTEROR.

The air filtration vents located on the lower back side of the CAS 
base are essential for maintaining air flow within the shell.  Over 
time, debris can build up and block these vents, preventing the 
components within the shell from receiving proper ventilation.  
To adequately clean the screens covering the air filtration 
vents, locate and remove the screws holding each vent (2) in 
place on the backside of the base shell.  Once the screws are 
removed, pull out the screen cover to expose the styrofoam 
filter. Using compressed air, blow away any debris or dust that 
has accumulated in the area surrounding each air filtration vent 
as well as the styrofoam filter itself. When each vent has been 
sufficiently cleared of debris, replace the filters in their original 
position on the screen cover within the filtration vent socket and 
reinsert each previously removed screw.    

Air Filtration Preventive Maintenance (once a month)

Accessing CAS Air Filters
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Play
Video

WARNING: UNPLUG THE A/C POWER CORD FROM THE WALL 
RECEPTACLE AND TURN OFF POWER TO THE CART BEFORE 
ACCESSING THE SHELL INTEROR.

Remove the base shell to access the battery assembly (refer to 
base shell removal instructions). It is essential to first disconnect 
the negative and positive terminals on the battery to ensure 
operator safety.

Once the negative terminal has been detached, access and 
disconnect the positive terminal located on the opposite side 
of the battery surface, beneath the pull reel bracket. Once the 
battery has been discharged, disconnect the 22 pin molex 
connector plugged into the Power Distribution Board (PDB).

Battery Replacement 

Disconnected Negative 
Battery Terminal

22 Pin Molex Connector

The 10/100 network switch and power/Ethernet cord reels need 
to be unscrewed in order to more easily access the battery and 
its surrounding components. The 10/100 switch, which is located 
on the right side of the battery and adjacent to the PDB, can now 
be removed.
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To do so, first unplug all wires that are plugged into the top side of 
the 10/100 switch.  Next, unscrew all four screws that surround the 
base of the component, which will allow the 10/100 switch to be 
repositioned during battery removal.  

Play
Video

Play
Video

10/100 Network Switch Location

Once the 10/100 switch has been relocated, 
identify the four screws that hold each pull reel 
bracket in place. These must be removed so that 
the frame surrounding the battery can be lifted to 
allow easier access to the battery. After removing 
each screw (8 total) from both pull reel brackets, 
ensure that the 10/100 switch has been moved 
away from its original position so that it will not 
be affected when elevating both pull reels.  
Extend the pull reel cords on both sides in order 
to provide slack and mitigate cord tension when 
lifting the pull reel bracket. Once each cord reel 
has been extended, lift the pull reel brackets to 
expose the battery and enable complete battery 
removal. 

After the battery has been removed, it is important 
to follow the correct battery installation procedure 
to ensure the safety of service personnel. First, 
place the new battery into the designated battery 
slot from which the old battery was situated. The 
battery can then be re-covered by the cord reel 
bracket which was initially lifted to expose the 
battery for removal. Insert and secure all eight 
screws to fit the cord reel bracket back in place.  
Reconnect the battery terminals in the correct 
order, positive then negative, to ensure operator 
safety. Once the battery has been reconnected, 
plug in all wires that had been removed from the 
10/100 switch ports and reinsert all 4 screws that 
were used to hold the switch in place. Finally, 
reinsert the 22 pin molex connector into the PDB 
and replace the CAS base shell.  
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In the unlikely event of a Power Distribution Board (PDB) failure, 
the solenoid locking/unlocking mechanism, for the bins and 
compartment on the tabletop, will have to be activated mechanically 
instead of using a software trigger. In order to do this, the table 
top must be removed (refer to table top removal instructions). 
Once the table top has been removed, identify the labeled J2 
and J3 molex connectors, located on the right side (facing the 
monitors) of the table top interior. The J2 connector regulates the 
locking mechanisms within the Powered Device Bins, while the J3 
connector controls the locking mechanism within the TotalExam 
Table Top Compartment.

Once the table top is removed, be sure to establish an A/C power 
connection with a power terminal in order to provide voltage to the 
relevant components. To unlock the Powered Device Bins:

Unplug the J2 connection and connect it to the adjacent tethered 
connector with red tape. An audible click will be heard and the 
Powered Device Bins will unlock, allowing access to the peripherals 
within.  
NOTE: Once the device bins are unlocked, be sure to unplug the J2 
connector from the red tethered connector. A prolonged connection 
(approximately 10 minutes) could cause overheating of solenoids 
and a pose a potential risk to the user. 

To unlock the TotalExam Table Top Compartment: 

Unplug the J3 connection and connect it to the adjacent tethered 
connector with red tape. An audible click will be heard and the 
TotalExam Table Top Compartment will unlock, allowing access to 
the peripherals within.  
NOTE: Once the device bins are unlocked, 
be sure to unplug the J2 connector from 
the red tethered connector.  A prolonged 
connection (approximately 10 minutes) 
could cause overheating of solenoids 
and a pose a potential risk to the user.   
(Solenoid Override video)  
   
 

Solenoid Locking Override Procedure

Table Top Interior
(J2+J3 connectors circled) 

Play
Video
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Within the CAS software interface is the Power Distribution Board (PDB) 
monitoring program which can be used to set specific PDB functions 
as well as indicate the status of relevant components that can assist 
qualified technicians during the servicing process. To access the PDB 
monitoring program, locate the color coded battery icon on the right side 
of the Windows taskbar. Right click the battery icon and select ‘Show 
Monitor’ to open the PDB program.  

An Administrative password is required to access the control screen.  
The default password is ‘su’.  

Upon successful login, the PDB monitor control screen will appear.  
Each field indicates the status of multiple PDB components.  
These include:
F/W VERSION: the current PDB firmware version is displayed here.

CAS SERIAL#: the serial number of the station is displayed here.

POWER PATH: the method of powering the CAS is displayed here, 
either AC (wall) power or battery.

BATTERY VOLTAGE: displays the voltage (in Volts) over the battery.

BATTERY SOC:  displays the currently reported battery SOC (State of 
Charge) as a percentage.

BATTERY CURRENT:  displays the current (in Amperes) over the 
battery.

BATTERY SOH:  displays the currently reported battery SOH (State of 
Health) as a percentage.
Each of the following field groups list a corresponding VOLTAGE (in 
units of Volts), CURRENT (in units of Amperes).
ON/OFF value, and a status field (with ‘GOOD’ being determined 
based on a threshold value for each parameter): 12V SW, COMPUTER, 
EXAM CAM, SOLENOID, TFAN, BFAN, MONITOR, CODEC, EXTRA #1, 
EXTRA #2, ETHERNET

PDB BOARD TEMP:  displays the currently reported temperature (in 
degrees Fahrenheit).

RUN TIME:  displays the currently reported elapsed run time since 
PDB startup.

ENCOUNTER SHELL COMMS:  displays CONNECTED/NOT 
CONNECTED based on the status of encounter shell communications.

CURRENTLY LISTENING ON PORT:  displays the address of the 
serial (COM) port currently being used for PDB communications.

Buttons: 
Shutdown System:  when this button is 
pressed, the CAS system will shut down 
in 5 minutes. 
NOTE: Be sure to close out of all 
programs to avoid loss of data.
Unlock Drawers:  the drawers of the 
CAS are unlocked when this button is 
pressed.

Power Distribution Board Monitoring Program

CAS PDB Monitor: Status Tab

Submit

Password Required

Cancel

Enter Password
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BATTERY VOLTAGE:  displays the currently reported voltage (in 
Volts) over the battery.
POWER STATE:  displays the currently reported method of 
powering the CAS, either AC (wall) power or battery.
FUEL GAUGE STATE:  displays the currently reported fuel 
gauge state. 
BATTERY SOC ESTIMATE:  displays the currently reported 
battery SOC (State of Charge) as a percentage.
BULK POWER:  displays a true/false report on the usage of bulk 
power.
ABS POWER:  displays a true/false report on the usage of abs 
power.
FLOAT POWER:  displays a true/false report on the usage of float 
power. 
TIME ON CHARGER:  displays an aggregate number of seconds 
elapsed while plugged in to charger.
TIME ON FLOAT:  displays an aggregate number of seconds 
elapsed while running on float power.

CAS PDB Monitor: Fuel Gage Tab
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Buttons:
REQUEST FROM PDB:  when selected, this button sends a 
predefined message to the PDB from the PC requesting the current 
values stored in the PDB Non-Volatile Memory (NVM).  These values 
are read and stored in the corresponding text boxes (delay duration 
and on/off).
ENABLE EDIT:  when selected, this button enables editing of the 
delay duration and on/off text fields, changes the visible name 
of this button to “DISABLE EDIT”, and changes functionality as 
described in Screen 6.  Additionally, the “REQUEST FROM PDB” 
button name changes to “UPLOAD MATRIX TO PDB” and changes 
functionality as described in the ‘Timing Matrix Edit Enabled’.
STORE H/W INFO:  when selected, this button sends a predefined 
message from the PC to the PDB requesting to store hardware info 
derived from the corresponding user interface text fields on this 
NVM tab.
Update HW Values:  when selected, this button sends a predefined 
message to the PDB from the PC requesting the current values 
stored in the PDB NVM corresponding to the user interface text 
fields on this NVM tab.
Each of the following field groups list a corresponding startup 
DELAY DURATION (in seconds) and ON/OFF (1/0, respectively) 
field.  Each field can be set ranging from 1-300 seconds: 
COMPUTER DELAY, MONITOR DELAY, CODEC DELAY, EXAM 
CAMERA DELAY, TFAN DELAY, BFAN DELAY, ETHERNET, EXTRA 
BUS #1 DELAY, EXTRA BUS #2 DELAY.
PDB HW REV:  the current hardware revision number of the PDB.
PDB SERIAL NUMBER:  the serial number corresponding to the 
PDB hardware.
PDB MFR:  the manufacturer of the PDB hardware.
CAS SERIAL NUMBER:  the serial number corresponding to the 
CAS unit.

CAS PDB Monitor: NVM Tab (Timing Matrix Edit Disabled)
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Buttons:
UPLOAD MATRIX TO PDB:  when selected, this button sends a 
predefined message to the PDB from the PC requesting to store the 
current values in the corresponding text boxes on the user interface 
to the PDB NVM.
DISABLE EDIT: when selected, this button disables editing of the 
delay duration and on/off text fields and changes the functionality 
and visible name of this button to “ENABLE EDIT.”  Additionally the 
“UPLOAD MATRIX TO PDB” button name changes to “REQUEST 
FROM PDB” and changes functionality as described in Screen 5.
STORE H/W INFO:  when selected, this button sends a predefined 
message from the PC to the PDB requesting to store hardware info 
derived from the corresponding user interface text fields on this 
NVM tab.
Update HW Values:  when selected, this button sends a predefined 
message to the PDB from the PC requesting the current values 
stored in the PDB NVM corresponding to the user interface text 
fields on this NVM tab.
Each of the following field groups list a corresponding startup 
DELAY DURATION (in seconds) and ON/OFF (I/0, respectively) 
field: 
COMPUTER DELAY, MONITOR DELAY, CODEC DELAY, EXAM 
CAMERA DELAY, TFAN DELAY, BFAN DELAY, ETHERNET, EXTRA 
BUS #1 DELAY, EXTRA BUS #2 DELAY.

Drop-down menus: 
PORT NAME:  this menu lists the available serial (COM protocol) 
ports available to the system and allows selection of one.
Buttons: 
CHANGE SERIAL PORT:  when selected, this button causes the 
PC to need better text here whatever PORT NAME is selected in the 
PORT NAME drop-down menu.

CAS PDB Monitor:  NVM Tab (Timing Matrix Edit Enabled)

CAS PDB Monitor: Program Settings Tab
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12 V, 100 AH (10 hr,1.80 V/cell,25° C/77° F)

85 AH (5hr, 1.75 V/cell, 25° C/77°F)
60 AH (1 hr, 1.60 V/cell, 25° C/77° F)

Length: 330 ± 2mm
Width: 172 ± 2mm
Container Height: 214 ± 2mm
Total Height (with Terminal) 220± 3mm

Approx. 29.0 Kg

T5 or F7

ABS

1000A (5S)

Approx. 5.6mΩ

Discharge: -15-50 °C (5-122°F)
Charge: 0-40°C (32-104°F)
Storage: -15-40°C (5-104°F)

25±°C (77±°F) 

14.4-14.8V (25°C/77°F) Temperature Coefficient -30mV/°C  
Initial Charging Current Less than 30A

13.5V-13.8V (25°C/77°F) Temperature coefficient -20mV/°C
            No Limit on Initial Charging Current
            40°C (104°F)               103%
            25°C (77°F)                 100%
            0°C (32°F)                     86%
CASIL CA series batteries may be stored for up to 6 months at 
25°C (77°F) and then a freshening charge is required. For higher 
temperatures the time interval will be shorter.

Nominal Voltage: 

Nominal Capacity: 

Dimensions:

Approx. Weight: 

Terminal:  

Container Material: 

Max. Discharge Current: 

Internal Resistance: 

Operating Temperature Range: 

Nominal Operating Temperature Range: 

Cycle Use: 

Standby Use: 

CAS Battery Specs

ADDENDUM
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Eaton 

Cartridge Fuses 

RoHS Compliant Details 

Ceramic Fuse 

Bussmann / Eaton 

Cylindrical 

20 A 

250 V 

125 V 

Holder / Clip 

Time Delay / Slow Blow 

3AB (6.3 mm x 32 mm) 

31.75 mm L x 6.35 mm D 

MDA 

6.35 mm 

31.75 mm 

Without Indicator 

1.5 kA 

Bulk 

Specialty Fuses 

4 mOhms 

100 

Clip 

Electronic Time Delay Ferrule Fuse 

BK-MDA-20-R 

0.096000 oz

Manufacturer: 
Product Category: 

RoHS: 
Product Type: 

Brand:
Body Style: 

Current Rating: 
Voltage Rating AC: 
Voltage Rating DC: 

Mounting Style: 
Fuse Type:

Fuse Size / Group: 
Dimensions: 

Series: 
Case Diameter:

 Case Length:
Indicator Style:

Interrupt Rating: 
Packaging: 

Product: 
Resistance: 

Factory Pack Quantity: 
Termination Style: 

Type:
 Part # Aliases:

Unit Weight:

CAS Battery Charger Fuse Specs
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